
 

 
 

[incorporating: Air Training Corps; Boys' Brigade; Brownies; Girl Guides;  
Hitlerjugend; Pioneer Movements; Sea Scouts; Wolf Cubs; etc] 

 
 

 
 
Eager little Beavers – from the US Steel Hour production “Beaver Patrol”.  This sort of paramilitary hanky-panky is one of the stock images of 
Scouting, gently mocked in many films and TV shows.  Third beaver on the right is Luke Halpin, later of “Flipper” fame. 
                                                                                                                                                                             Source: How Sweet it Was 

 

 
Beyond a smattering of early British silent titles corresponding with the founding of the Boy Scout 
movement, it is curious just how few films have actually focussed on Scouting itself, let alone its subsidiary 
forms – the Girl Guides, Sea Scouts etc.  Given that the ethos of the movement evinced rugged outdoorsman 
pursuits and sports combined with patriotic zeal and regimental good citizenship, it would seem to have 
represented an ideal vehicle for the sermonising strand of children’s cinema, but this was most emphatically 
not the case, except to some extent in the communist bloc, with its corresponding Pioneer movements.  Such 
mainstream commercial films as have dealt with Scouting, almost without exception, have struck a gently 
mocking tone, portraying the scoutmaster as a kind of petulant male nanny in short trousers, usually run 
ragged by his charges, a Walter Mitty variant detached from the real world.  
 

 

SUBJECT INDEX: 
 

SCOUTS & SCOUTING 
~ YOUTH MOVEMENTS 



Quite how the movement came to be characterised in this way is for others to explain, but that it was the 
general butt of polite ridicule is beyond dispute. Films such as “FOLLOW ME, BOYS!”, “MISTER  

 
 
A scene from the hometown sitcom “Mayberry R.F.D.” (68-70) which followed on from “The Andy Griffith Show” when Griffith retired. The Boy 
Scout as Good Samaritan, fired by a deep craving for merit badges, is one of the other clichés of popular culture. 
                                                                                                                                                                  Source: The History of Television 

  

 

SCOUTMASTER” and “IF YOU GO DOWN IN THE WOODS TODAY” projected an image that was 
reinforced by cartoons, stand-up comedy and scurrilous student rag jokes.  (“How do you tell a boy scout?” 
asked one of the Monty Python spinoff books – “In a calm, quiet even voice so as not to frighten him until 
you’ve told him” was the answer. “How d’you separate the men from the boys at a scout jamboree?” ran 
another rag joke, “With a crowbar” was the reply. ) Familiar scouting terms such as “bob a job”, “woggle” 
and “brown owl” were guaranteed to raise an easy snigger. 
 
Not yet so in the matinee quickies of the 1930s, where the main business of scouting seemed to be tracking 
down Nazi spies, foreign saboteurs and the like – routing unamerican types wherever they might be 
lurking. I know nothing of the history of the American branch of the movement but, from its cinematic 
portrayal at any rate, it appeared to owe less to Baden Powell than to the frontiersman scouting tradition of 
the US cavalry, and the rugged independence of the pony express riders. 
 
It has been suggested that the movement was founded from overt political motives – directly mirroring 
those of the Communist parties in Eastern Europe and China, the Nazi party in Germany, or Pol Pot in 
Cambodia. The British establishment, so the argument runs, was profoundly distrustful of the loyalties of 
working class parents, and the Boy Scout movement provided a mechanism, under the pretext of breaking 



down class barriers, of discreetly recruiting working class children to the middle class and upper class value 
system, stressing obedience to the crown and church above obedience to family.  This case is made in more 
detail in the iconoclastic “Secret Lives” two-part documentary “Baden Powell, the Boy Man”.  Whether one 
is persuaded by the argument will hang more on one’s political colour than any evidence presented, but it is  

  
 



 
 
not disputed that parallel youth movements elsewhere have always been guided by the central precept 
(attributed variously to the Catholic church and Napoleon) “Give me a child for the first seven years, and I 
will give you the man”. 
 
From the feminist perspective in any case, the Boy Scout movement will have represented, almost in 
crystaline form, an agency of recruitment to patriarchy.  The suspicion is not without substance.  However, 
the same people who asserted the political imperative for “women’s space” (political groups, meeting places 
and journals from which males were explicitly excluded) have sought in the ensuing decades to deny males 
any comparable separate space for single-gender socialisation.  Boys’ schools, boy choirs, boys’ sports and 
recreational groups have all come under intense pressure to admit girls, the process being so far advanced 
now that single-sex groups and activities are almost by definition “politically suspect” (if they are male).  
Homosociality, like so many things, appears to have become a de facto female prerogative, allowing women 
to organise as a concrete political faction with its own agenda, while denying men the right to do likewise.    
 
The wholesale dismantling of the culture of “boyhood” is one of the focal points of interest to this archive, as 
much as it has been reflected in cinema and television. As such the decline of the scouting movement would 
make a valuable case study, had it not been so comprehensively ignored by cinema and television 
throughout the last century.  Nothing Macchiavellian is implied by that gap, many of the most popular 
children’s hobbies and games of the twentieth century – stamp collecting, train-spotting, even soccer itself – 
have had scant attention from the film camera, so that their significance in childhood culture is easily 
underestimated.  The cinema is a highly selective eye, and it is sometimes instructive to look for the things it 
has generally ignored, as much as for the things it has prioritised. These, for what they are worth, are the 
only known films which paid particular notice to youth movements and their activities.    
 
 
 

Air Cadets 
Junge Adler  [Nazi air cadets] 

 
 

 
The other side of the coin: 
 
Top left: an eager Chinese pioneer 
comes  to the  aid of the  brave  red  
army in “BRIGHT RED STAR” 
 
Top right: Skippy Homeier as the 
demonic Hitler Youth nephew 
transplanted to the US of A in 
“TOMORROW THE WORLD”  
 
Left: Charlie Bates and Merrill 
Rodin keep a stern watch on the 
gorwn-ups in “THE STRANGE 

DEATH OF ADOLPH HITLER” 



Boy Scouts 
Baden-Powell Junior  UK 1911 : Scouts track and catch burglars. 
Follow Me, Boys! 
If You Go Down in the Woods Today 
The Intrepid Boy Scout  Yugoslavian short 
The Little Boy Scout   1917, = a woman in diguise 
The Little Captain of the Scouts 
Mister Scoutmaster 
Polly the Girl Scout and Grandpa’s Medals  
Run to Earth by Boy Scouts UK 1911 : Scouts on bikes pursue thieves of post office safe. 
The Scoutmaster’s Motto UK 1911 : Scoutmaster lands in trouble trying to do good deeds. 
Scout’s Honor 
A Scout’s Strategy  UK 1911 : Scout slashes a car tyre to rescue a friend from a burglar. 

Scout Toujours 
Le Souffle au Coeurs 
This Boy's Life 

 
 

Eagle Scouts 
Scouts to the Rescue    matinee serial 

 
 

Girl Guides 
 
 

Hitlerjugend 
Blut und Ehre – Jugend unter Hitler 
Hitlerjunge Quex 
Hitler’s Children 
Die Kinder Aus Nr.67 
Manhunt   (UK TV serial) 
Die Welt in Jenem Sommer 

 
 

Pioneers 
 Hol Volt, Hol Nem Volt 

Igelfreundschaft 
 
 

Sea Scouts 
 The Clue of the Missing Ape 

Danger Point 
Jakko   [Nazi sea scouts] 
 

 

Wolf Cubs 
The U.S. Steel Hour - "Beaver Patrol" [US TV play] 

 
 
 
Battlestar Galactica - "Super Scouts"[US TV series] 
Biodagar  ? 
Bushwhacked 
Father and Scout 



The Gamma People 
The Great Lover 
Johnny and the Wicked Giant 
Mister Scoutmaster 
Mr Smith Goes to Washington  
Pride of the Family   (?)[US TV sitcom] 
Scotty of the Scouts 
Tex Rides With the Boy Scouts 
Tomorrow the World 
The Unpardonable Sin   (1919) 
Voices From the Doll's House 
Young Eagles[serial] 
 
 
 
[Though outside the scope of the archive, there's a 1986 feature-length animation, "Johnny and the Wicked 
Giant", about a group of scouts exploring a mysterious castle.] 
 
 
 
 
 

Non-fiction 
 
Secret Lives:  "Baden Powell, the Boy Man" 
Witness:  “The Face of Evil”  UK TV 1999 : Recollections of a former Hitler Youth (5 min only) 

 
 
 
 
 

~  47 titles  ~ 
 


